
 

We call for governmental investigation into electronic harassment operations. 

１ Use of non-lethal weapons against civilians 

 Do you know that numbers of civilians in the world are now saying  

they are being attacked by stealth weapons using invisible energy such 

as electromagnetic waves and sound waves?  

 For example, as you can use you cellular phone in your room, 

electromagnetic waves can go through walls. So, if you  modify a 

microwave oven so that it emits microwave outside the box, you will be 

able to damage someone behind a wall. As one of the actual examples 

of an anti-personnel electromagnetic weapons, “Active Denial System” 

is relatively well known as such an anti-personnel electro-magnetic 

weapon, which is used by military and police in the U.S. and other 

countries. The weapon  utilizes high frequency mill waves to cause 

immediate thermal effects on human skin to cause pain and bring the 

target under control. Since this directed energy weapon is not designed 

to kill a person, it is categorized as a non-lethal weapon.  

      On the other hand, the system which emits  electromagnetic waves 

and receives reflected frequencies to analyze them and measure the 

target is called “radar,” and by using radar, you can identify the location 

and measure bio information of someone behind a wall. Does this 

mean you can be tracked, located and attacked by someone outside 

your room?   

 What would you do if you are attacked in such a way? If you rush to 

the place where you think the criminal is, you won’t have any proof of 

the crime. However, you won’t even know who is doing that nor will 

you understand what is happening to you because you have no idea 

such weapons exist at all. This is perfect crime. Therefore the criminal 

organization can attack you 24 hours, and it will not be long before 

your life and health are destroyed. 

２ Bioeffects pf electromagnetic wave and electronic harassment 

 An unclassified document by the U.S. army by FOIA in 2006 , Bioeffects of 

Selected Non-lethal Weapons , describes  various types of research on bio-

effects of electromagnetic waves and their application to weapons, such as 

neutralizing a target by raising their temperature with microwaves, heating brain 

to disturb working memory and cause disorientation, stimulating a target’s 

inner cochlear cell with pulse modulated microwaves to make the target 

hear fake sound and voices (microwave hearing effects), disturbing the 

control of neurons by radiation of pulse waves to cause epileptic 

symptom and other neurological disorders ,and more other possibilities.  

 Those symptoms seen in research on non-lethal weapons are similar 

or related to symptoms of those who complain of being attacked by 

directed energy weapons. They have reported immediate rise in 

temperature, skin spasm  dizziness, tinnitus, hearing voices and the 

reception of other sensory information. 

 On the other hand, they have also reported such symptoms can be  

significantly mitigated by shielding, jamming and moving, electronics in 

their houses unusually frequently have malfunction or breakdown, and 

visible surveillance and harassment by multiple such as noise and 

stalking, all of which show their experience are different  from mental 

disorders. However, it is very difficult for them to prove the criminal 

actions by laws, and they have just endured one-sided attacks, and some 

of them commit suicide for the agony.  

 The media reportedly can be electromagnetic waves such as 

microwaves and lower frequencies or laser, interior wiring, sound waves, 

or other media. Such energy radiation on humans and electronics for 

attacking and surveillance purposes is called electronic harassment. 

３ The hardship of victims around the world 

    Now, there are tens of thousands of people who have reported 

such intentional energy radiation in the world, and victim 

organizations have been formed as well.  

    There are three major difficulties which prevent the solution. 

First, it is technically almost impossible for ordinary citizens to 

measure harmful frequencies with devices for criminal accusation 

or proving criminal actions in court. Second, except for visible cuts 

allegedly made by laser, suffering in electronic harassment such 

as pains and delivered sensory information do not leave medical 

traces, which can be documented on medical certificate, making it 

difficult to prove the damage. Third, little of the information about 

this crime and related technology is around in society. So, 

authorities and public institutions such as police, doctors, media 

companies do not know such crime exist. Eventually  the police 

never start investigation or require concrete and decisive physical 

proof of the crime before starting the investigation, which ordinary 

citizens cannot obtain.  

 Such predicaments have caused incidents by victims of this 

crime. In 2014 in Florida in the U.S, there was shooting at a 

university  by a lawyer aged 31, and he was killed by the police. 

Prior to the incident, he videotaped himself saying he was a 

victim of electronic harassment and he would take an action to 

let people know about the crime. However, few of mass media 

reported the fact. In 2013 in another part in the U.S. a man broke 

in a military facility and killed 12 people with his gun and he was 

also killed. The man also contacted a victim organization of the 

crime and told that he was attacked by military with 

electromagnetic waves.. However, the police took this case as in 

discriminant killing.、The truce of those cases are unclear, what 

is clear is the whole society neglecting this crime and making it a 

taboo have caused such tragedies. Those kinds of sad incidents by 

the victims of this crime have occurred in many countries. and 

much more victims rather kill themselves.  

 
We cannot neglect serious human right breach of one-sided 

torture of civilians and huge national security crisis. We call 

for immediate public investigation of electronic harassment. 

Immediate Investigation!  Items to be included in the investigation 

・electronic harassment and stealth weapons  

・institutions involved in the crime 

・non-consensual human experimentation 

・non thermal bio-effects of EM waves  

・measures to protect citizens  


